COMPLIMENTARY PRINT & DVD

Over 120 personally selected images that define David Shepherd’s life
in painting and wildlife conservation are now available to you in

THE LIMITED EDITION PRINT

David Shepherd

THE DAVID SHEPHERD
ARCHIVE COLLECTION
Mud

Harvesting in the Old Days

Lonely Old Wildebeest

Crewe Works from Life, a Standard 9F No. 92011

First Wildlife Painting

Christ on the Battlefields

SUPPORTING WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION

David with an advance proof copy of the book. The final published
version will be one of the very highest quality works of art available
in book form today. Details are shown inside this brochure.

Serengeti Friends

Valiant Take Off

‘This collection is a very rare opportunity as this sort of book is usually
only published to commemorate an artist’s work long after he is gone.
I am so lucky to have the opportunity to choose and present my own
selection of paintings from my life’s work.’
Only
1,000 copies
available in a
single worldwide
edition

January 2011

ART & BRITISH CRAFTSMANSHIP

PRIORITY ORDER FORM

Reserve this
book now.
Limited
worldwide
release.

P L E A S E C O M P L E T E U S I N G C A P I TA L S

I understand I will also receive one of the complimentary Limited Edition Prints available to subscribers only.

A
David reviews a printer’s proof
against his original oil painting

B

David at the printers, with the publisher and print technicians. The factory is covered with
sheets from his book, ‘Marvellous to see these huge machines printing just my work!’

Payment
n

Each book numbered and signed by the Artist

n
n

Detail of the proof sheet
showing a new painting (right)
with the enthusiastic approval
of the Artist

Horsepower in the Shunting Yard

Hand sewing the book in sections
and attaching to tapes. This gives
the highest specification of stability
and strength that a volume of this
size and permanence needs

n
n
n
n

Return Form to:
Chris Andrews Publisher
15 Curtis Yard
North Hinksey Lane
Oxford, OX2 0LX

Selecting the leather for the spine

Measuring the English classic
vellum for the cover

The leather and vellum are attached
with an archival glue to the front and
back cover boards before binding
onto the book

The completed
book, hand finished
in leather, vellum and
22ct Gold. The top of the
book is fully gilded

PUBLICATION DATE 25 th APRIL 2011

CLASSIC DESIGN
The finished book, showing the clean, classic design that highlights David’s work. The
accompanying text tells of the Artist’s thoughts and recollections, sometimes very
humorously, that each painting inspired in him both at the time of painting and now.

PRIORITY ORDER FORM

Reserve this
book now.
Limited
worldwide
release.

P L E A S E C O M P L E T E U S I N G C A P I TA L S

I understand I will also receive one of the complimentary Limited Edition Prints available to subscribers only.

A
B
The book opens naturally and evenly, pages turn and fall with ease – all are tributes to
the skill and care of the binders, and to the printers’ experience in ensuring that the
‘grain direction’ of the commissioned paper is correct for the layout and size.

Horsepower in the Shunting Yard

Payment

Specifications
n Each book numbered and signed by the Artist
n 123 reproductions of David’s works
n 252 pages, size 13 × 18 inches (330 × 457 mm)
n Printed using light-fast inks on specially commissioned archival quality paper
n Hand bound in leather and vellum with 22ct Gold decoration
n One single worldwide edition of only 1,000 copies
n Presented in a museum quality Solander box and accompanied by the exclusive
limited edition print, ‘Tiger Haven’ and the complimentary DVD.

Return Form to:
Chris Andrews Publisher
15 Curtis Yard
North Hinksey Lane
Oxford, OX2 0LX

The leather and vellum are natural
materials with their own distinct
markings. Therefore each book binding is
individual and unique in appearance

PUBLICATION DATE 25 th APRIL 2011

COMPLIMENTARY PRINT & DVD

Over 120 personally selected images that define David Shepherd’s life
in painting and wildlife conservation are now available to you in

THE LIMITED EDITION PRINT

TIGER HAVEN
The book comes with a complimentary limited edition print that has never been publicly
released before and is only available to purchasers of The David Shepherd Archive Collection
Book. The print ‘Tiger Haven’ is over 50 x 80 cm in size and is individually numbered (the
same as the book it accompanies) and signed by David Shepherd.

THE DAVID SHEPHERD
ARCHIVE COLLECTION
Mud

Harvesting in the Old Days

Lonely Old Wildebeest

Crewe Works from Life, a Standard 9F No. 92011

First Wildlife Painting

Christ on the Battlefields

THE DVD
There is also a complimentary DVD that shows a view of David’s life and work, and follows
him through the creation and production of this archive book.
David Shepherd

The DVD

SUPPORTING WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION

David with an advance proof copy of the book. The final published
version will be one of the very highest quality works of art available
in book form today. Details are shown inside this brochure.

£100 from the sale of every volume
will be donated to the David
Shepherd Wildlife Foundation to
help save critically endangered
mammals in the wild.

Video recording at
the book binders

Gateway Publishing Ltd, PO Box 2031, Sark, GY10 1PB
Publisher, Chris Andrews
15 Curtis Yard
North Hinksey Lane
Oxford, OX2 0LX

Tel: +44 (0)1865 723404
Fax: +44 (0)1865 725294
Email: info@gatewaysark.co.uk
Web: www.gatewaysark.co.uk

Serengeti Friends

Valiant Take Off

Only
1,000 copies
available in a
single worldwide
edition

COMPLIMENTARY PRINT & DVD

The book contains a total of 123 pictures including many new or rarely seen
paintings covering the more than five decades of the Artist’s career.

THE LIMITED EDITION PRINT

David Shepherd

Over 120 personally selected images that define David Shepherd’s life
in painting and wildlife conservation are now available to you in
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David with an advance proof copy of the book. The final published
version will be one of the very highest quality works of art available
in book form today. Details are shown inside this brochure.
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Only
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edition
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CLASSIC DESIGN
The finished book, showing the clean, classic design that highlights David’s work. The
accompanying text tells of the Artist’s thoughts and recollections, sometimes very
humorously, that each painting inspired in him both at the time of painting and now.

PRIORITY ORDER FORM

Reserve this
book now.
Limited
worldwide
release.

P L E A S E C O M P L E T E U S I N G C A P I TA L S
Please reserve for me

copy(ies) of The David Shepherd Archive Collection book at £2,500 each.

I understand I will also receive one of the complimentary Limited Edition Prints available to subscribers only.
I enclose my deposit cheque for £250 per book and would like to pay the balance by:

A

Cheque/Credit Card.
tick box

You will be invoiced for the balance plus packing

Credit Card

and insured delivery

Cheque

or
David reviews a printer’s proof
against his original oil painting

B

David at the printers, with the publisher and print technicians. The factory is covered with
sheets from his book, ‘Marvellous to see these huge machines printing just my work!’

The book opens naturally and evenly, pages turn and fall with ease – all are tributes to
the skill and care of the binders, and to the printers’ experience in ensuring that the
‘grain direction’ of the commissioned paper is correct for the layout and size.

Detail of the proof sheet
showing a new painting (right)
with the enthusiastic approval
of the Artist

Horsepower in the Shunting Yard

Hand sewing the book in sections
and attaching to tapes. This gives
the highest specification of stability
and strength that a volume of this
size and permanence needs

Specifications
n Each book numbered and signed by the Artist
n 123 reproductions of David’s works
n 252 pages, size 13 × 18 inches (330 × 457 mm)
n Printed using light-fast inks on specially commissioned archival quality paper
n Hand bound in leather and vellum with 22ct Gold decoration
n One single worldwide edition of only 1,000 copies
n Presented in a museum quality Solander box and accompanied by the exclusive
limited edition print, ‘Tiger Haven’ and the complimentary DVD.

By equal monthly payments, direct debit or standing order. Tick box and we will send you a payment schedule,
either 5 installments at £450/month plus P+P

or 10 installments at £225/month plus P+P
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Gateway Publishing Limited or debit
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